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during each exploratory irradiation of a digit recording
area enables the nature of the stored digit to be deter;
mined in advance of the time by which a decision has

ELECTRICAL sronnoa APPARATUS

to be made in order either to permit or to inhibit the
Frederic Calland Williams, Timperley, Tom Kilburn, 5 modifying phase of irradiation and thereby to cause a
“l” or a “0” to be re-recorded. The process of record
Davyhulme, Manchester, and Geo?rey Colin Tootill,
ing is generally referred to as “writing.”
Hollinwood, England, assignors to National Research

Development Corporation, London, England

Application November 24, 1950, Serial No. 197,238
Claims priority, application Great Britain
.

llecemher 1, 1949

12 Claims. (Cl. 235-61)
This invention relates to electrical storage devices of
the hind comprising a cathode ray tube having an in
sulating screen, the cathode ray beam being caused to
bombard discrete areas of the screen and thereby to gen

in a practical arrangement making use of these digital

storage principles the initial exploratory irradiation of
a digit recording area (by which the value of the digit
stored on the area is read) may last for two microseconds
and may result in a “well” of positive charge in a state

of equilibrium being produced by secondary emission.
lie-exploration of such a spot before the charge hashad
time to decay appreciably by leakage will not cause any
appreciable change in the charge on the spot and only
transient signals due to the switching on and off of the

cathode ray beam will be obtained from the signal plate,

and will be indicative of say “0.” If the “well” of posi
erate on these areas states of electrostatic charge repre 20 tive charge is to be modi?ed so that when the exploratory
sentative of digital information to be stored. Devices
irradiation is next applied to the spot a substantial change
of this kind are described in U. S. Application Serial No.
of charge is produced on the screen with the consequent
790,879, ?led December 10, 1947, 50,136, ?led Septem
production of a transient output from the signal plate
ber 20, 1948, and 165,622, ?led June 2, 1950, now for
indicative of “1,” then the 2 microsecond exploratory in
felted in favor of the continuation thereof, Serial No.
terval is followed by the irradiation of an area adjacent
353,819, ?led May 8, 1953, now Patent No. 2,709,230,
to or within the digit recording area for a period of,
issued May 24, 1955, and in a paper entitled “A storage
say, 3 microseconds, secondary electrons from the adja
system for use with binary-digital computing machines”
cent or inner area passing to the recording area to reduce
by F. C. Williams and T. Kilburn in the Proceedings of
the “well” of positive charge thereon. It thus follows
the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Part III, No. 40, 30 that an interval of at least ?ve microseconds must ‘be
March 1949, at pages 81-100.
allocated to the treatment of each digit location in order
The devices are primarily adapted for the storage of
that either digital signi?cance may be recorded thereon,
binary digits, in which case only two different states of
and in a practical system employed for the recording of
charge must be capable of being produced. The two
binary-digital numbers it is found convenient to allocate
states of charge can be produced by two processes of
a period of the order of eight microseconds to' each
irradiation by the cathode ray beam respectively, one
digit so that an interval may elapse between the times
of these processes comprising a ?rst phase alone and the
allotted to successively occurring digits and, if neces—
other a ?rst phase followed by a second phase. A digit
sary, to permit the period of 3 microseconds allotted to
of one signi?cance, say “0,” is recorded as ‘the level of
the second irradiation to be extended. It is convenient
charge produced upon one of the said discrete areas, 40 in such a system to express each “1” digit dynamically
which may be called a digit recording ‘area, by a single
as a pulse which commences when the digit signi?cance
irradiation of the area with an electron beam of suitable
is detected during the initial exploratory irradiation and
velocity and intensity. The digit of the alternative
‘which continues until the modifying irradiation ceases.
signi?cance, “1,” is recorded by ?rst irradiating the area
Such a “1” or “dash” pulse maybe approximately l?ve
to produce the state of charge upon the digit recording 45 microseconds in duration and may be separated by an
area representative of “0” and then by means of a sec
interval of approximately three microseconds from the
ond or modifying phase of irradiation causing the state
succeeding digit period. Digits of signi?cance “0” will
of charge upon the digit recording area to be modi?ed to
be expressed dynamically by the absence of such a “dash”
a condition representative of “1.” During the second
pulse.
or modifying phase, as described in the earlier speci?ca 50
It will be apparent that when such a storage system
tions and paper referred to, the electron beam is directed
is employed for binary-digital numbers, particularly when
to an area which may wholly or in part coincide with,
the numbers are represented dynamically in serial form,
or be distinct from, the digit recording area.
i. e. as a train of pulses in a single channel, the speed
When, after such recording,~each digit recording area
of dynamic representation of a number is limited by the
is irradiated during the ?rst or exploratory phase of a 55 nature of the store; whereas a digit may be identi?ed in
digit writing interval, a change (sometimes negligibly
less than two microseconds, an interval of approximately
small) is produced in the electrostatic charge associated
eight microseconds may have to be allocated to each
with the area, the magnitude of the change depending
digit.
'
‘
upon the previous level of charge existing on the record
It is the object of the present invention to provide
ing area and thus upon the digit, “0” or “1” previously 60 ‘an electrical storage apparatus of the kind referred to in
recorded thereon. The net changes in the charge upon
which the limitations upon speed of operation described

the recording surface give rise to corresponding currents
above are overcome.
‘
?owing to a signal plate, which is capacitively coupled
According to the present invention there is provided
to the recording surface. The signal-plate current is
electrical apparatus for the storage of digital information
used to present in dynamic form the digital information 65 comprising a plurality of storage devices of the kind set
stored upon the recording surface and by control of‘ the
forth, wherein the time intervals allotted to the read
ing of the information upon the screens of‘ the several
second or modifying phase of the digit interval, to re
devices are interlaced with‘ one another, whereby digital
generate the stored ‘data or replace it by new data which
may be derived by a computation process from the stored 70 information can be read or written at a digit repetition
frequency which is a multiplerof the digit repetition fre
data. This regenerationor replacement of recorded data
quency' of any one of the storage devices. The time
is possible by virtue of the fact that the signalderived
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intervals allotted to the control of the writing of new
information on to the screens of the several devices may
also be interlaced with one another.

strobed to produce a corresponding output at TDD,
TDl, etc.

‘

The invention will be described with reference to the
accompanying drawings in which:

.

The terminals TDD, TDI, etc. may be connected di
rectly to TCD, TC1, etc. respectively if desired and re
generation of the existing charge condition on the
screens then takes place. As shown in Figure 1, how
ever, the read outputs from TDD, TDl, etc. are applied

'

'Figure l is a block circuit diagram of one embodi

ment of the invention employing eight’ storage devices

(each including a cathode ray tube and ancillary ap
to a buffer circuit B for which a suitable circuit will be
paratus) of which only three are shown.
described later. It is of the character known as anf‘OR”
Figure 2 is a diagram of voltage waveforms which may 10 gate circuit since it has the property of producing an
for example be used in the circuit of Figure 1,
output when an input. pulse is applied to any of its input
Figures 3 and 4 are circuit diagrams of means for

terminals.

generating respectively the strobe and dash waveforms
of Figure 2 from dot and strobe waveforms of Figure 2,

,

,

circuit, read units, writing gates and writing units of

The output from the buffer B is applied, in this ex
ample, to an adder AD which is a known circuit whereby
binary information from the buffer B is added to any
binary information, referred to as an addend, applied
simultaneously at a' terminal T1. The'device AD may,

Figure 1 may take. .

however, be replaced by any other computing device.

and
Figure 5 is a circuit diagram of one form that the buffer.
'

Like components are used in each of the eight storage
The output of the adder AD is applied as a write input
devices and such like components are all given the same 20 to terminals TCD, TC1, etc. through writing gates RGO,
reference but the references are followed by a number
RG1, etc. respectively, each of which is in the form of
from O to 7 identifying the, one of the eight storage de
. a conventional “and” gate circuit, so named because it
vices concerned.
produces an output only when a voltage appears simulta
The approximate waveforms at various points in the
neously at its two or more input terminals. The inputs

circuitdiagrams are identi?ed by the letters of the alpha
bet appearing in Figure 2 alongside of the respective
waveforms.

~

inthis case are that from the adder AD and one of the
strobe pulse waveforms e, f . . . g.

The eight storage cathode ray tubes are designated
CRTD, CRTl . . . CRT7 and each is provided with a
signal pickupplate PUD, PUl . . . PU7 and a regenera 30

tive loop circuit comprising an ampli?er AMPD, AMPl,
etc., a reading unit RUD, RUl, etc., and a writing unit
WUD, WUl, etc. Each regenerative loop circuit may be
of any of the forms described in the paper or patent
speci?cations referred to and the minor modi?cations
necessary will ‘be indicated later. Examples of circuits
that may be used for the elements of the loop circuit will
also be given later. For the purpose of the present
description it will be assumed that the “dot-dash” mode
of presentation'isemployed in the cathode ray tube stores
and that each writing unit WUD, WU1, etc. is therefore
fed at terminals TOD, TAl, etc. With the dot wave

forms h, k, etc. respectively consisting of negative-going
pulses of 2 microseconds duration and at terminals
TBD, TBl, etc. with the dash waveforms j, 1, etc. re

spectively consisting of negative-going pulses of 5 mirco
seconds duration.

The dot and dashpulses have a re

petition period of 8 microseconds.
As is fullyexplained in the earlier speci?cations and
paper referred to, if suitable write signals to be applied

at terminals TCO, TCl, etc. these will control the voltages
applied to the grids of the cathode ray tubes. Thus it
may be arranged that in the absence of any write signals

the dot waveform h, k, etc. is applied (with pulses posi
tive-going) to the grid of the corresponding cathode ray
tube and that charges representing dots are then re
corded on the screen of the tube. The initial parts of

the signals picked up by plates PUD, PUl, etc. when these
charges are explored by a cathode ray beam are charac
teristics of a dot and are ampli?ed in the ampli?er AMPD,
AMPl, etc. and applied to a read unit RUD, RUl, etc.

The voltage in the unit is strobed by the appropriate one
of the waveforms e, j‘ . . . g applied to a terminal TED,

~

'7

In the particular arrangement being described, the
binary information is assumed to be passed from the read

7

units RUD, RUl, etc. to the buffer B in the form of
pulses of one-half microsecond duration and eight micro
seconds repetition period. Such a pulse may represent
a dash or the digit 1 and the absence of a pulse at a

given time will then represent a dot or the digit 0. The
basic waveform from which all others are derived may
therefore be the clock Waveform a.

This may be re

garded as consisting of pulses of one-half microsecond
duration and one microsecond repetition frequency.
The waveform b, c and d are counter D, 1 and 2 wave

forms derived by frequency division from the clock‘wave
form a.

The strobe Waveforms e, f . . . g can obvious

ly be derived by the application of the waveform a and
suitable ones of the waveforms b, c and d to a conven

tional “and” gate circuit such as has already been re
ferred to. A suitable type of “and” gate circuit is shown '
' in Figure 5 at RG1 and comprises two diodes RGDI and
RGDZ having their cathodes connected‘ to a point of

negative potential through a high'resistance R2 and hav
ing the input pulses applied in a negative sense from a
low impedance source to the anodes. The output may
be taken through a cathode follower CF2. The effect of
the “and” gate is that an output pulse is produced only
when pulses appear simultaneously at the input terminals.
The number of input terminals, and hence of diodes, is
made equal to the number of input pulses; in the case
55 of generating the strobe pulses the number required is
four.

a

.

. By way of example, the strobe D waveform can be

produced from a with b, c and d; the strobe 1 waveform
f is produced from a with b reversed in sign and c and d;
the strobe 7 waveform g is produced from a with the three

waveforms b, and d reversed in sign.
The dot waveforms such as]: and k may be obtained
from the strobe waveforms by means of a circuit such

TEl, etc. and the read output (in this case characteristic
as is shown in Figure 3 which is adapted to generate the
of a dot) is then obtained at a terminal TDD, TDI, etc. 65 dot D waveform h. A capacitor C is arranged to be

By “strobing” is meant selecting, for instance by means
charged through a diodeDDl by each negative-going.
of strobe pulses, portions of a waveform occurring dur
strobe 7 pulse g. The negative charge is'held until the
ing the current selected time intervals.
capacitor C is. discharged by a positive-going strobe 1
When a‘suitable voltage is applied ‘to the writelter
pulse, which is the waveform f reversed in sign, through
minal TCD, TCl, etc. the dot’ waveform is extended'to 70 a diode DD2‘. The output pulse obtained at, the cathode
the length of a dash by the dash waveform applied ‘at
of DD2 is negative-goingjbeginning at the front edge of
TBD, TBl, etc. and the charge condition produced on
the pulse g and ending with the front‘ edge of the strobe
the screens of the cathode ray tubes is representative ‘of
1 pulse.
?
i’
7 '
'
,
a dash. Exploring of this charge produces an initial
The
dashlwaveform's
such‘as'at
j'and l are obtained
signal characteristic of a dash and this is~ampli?ed and
with the'same circuit, but different input pulses. Figure

2,785,855
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4 shows the circuit for generating dash 0 pulses j, the
capacitor C being charged by strobe 7 pulses g and dis
charged by strobe 4 pulses inIpositive-going sense.
' From Figures 1 and 2 it can be seen that the various

waveforms employed in the eight different storage de
vices are like but are displaced in phase relatively to one

and is provided by a capacitor C1 and diode D3 with a
resting level of approximately zero ‘at the terminal TD1
where it forms the “read” output. The read 1 pulse
(waveform 0) is fed through a cathodefollower CF1 to
the buffer device 8 of Figure l, which, as shown in Fig
ure 5, comprises diodes BDt)—BD7 arranged in known
fashion together with a resistor R1 to provide an output
voltage at T2. Only three of these diodes are shown.

another, in this example by one microsecond. There is
overlap in time between dot and dash pulses used in dif
The negative pulses at TD1, when the switch S is closed,
ferent devices but the strobe pulses associated with the
different devices which determine the time intervals al 10 are also applied through a diode D4 to a cathode follower
valve ‘J2. The upper voltage limit of the control grid of
lotted to the reading of information and to the control
of the writing of new information occupy distinct and

non-overlapping time intervals. Thus eight microsec
onds is allotted to the storage of each digit but only one
half microsecond is allotted to the dynamic representa
tion of each digit.
The time allotted to the reading of the information
upon each digit recording area of each storage device and

V2 is de?ned at approximately zero volts by conduction
of diodes D3 and D4 and the lower voltage limit is de
?ned at —l5 volts by conduction of diode D5, to the
anode of which is fed the dash 1 waveform l the pulses
of which are arranged to be 20 volts negative-going from
a resting level of +5 volts. A capacitor C2 prevents the

grid potential of V2 changing rapidly unless it is driven.
When a negative read 1 pulse occurs at the anode of V1

to the control of the writing of new information into
each recording area is determined by strobe pulses ap

the grid potential of V2 is driven rapidly to —15 volts

plied to the reading units RUO, RUl, etc. and the writing
gates RGO, RG1, etc.
One form that may be taken by the parts B, RUl, RG1,
WUl of Figure 1 is shown in Figure '5. This closely re
sembles the circuit shown in the previously-mentioned

and remains at that level until the termination of the dash
1 pulse which drives the grid potential back to zero. The

corresponding swing in the cathode voltage of V2 will
be, say, between +3 and +12 volts which is adequate

paper and has been modi?ed to adapt it for use with a

tively in V3.

to cause full anode current or no anode current respec

The result is that, on the occurrence of a

circuits and writing gate shown are RUl and RG1,

positive signal on the grid of V1 during a strobe pulse
the dot output pulse which would otherwise be delivered

namely those for the storage device 1 (embodying CRTl)

by V4 is extended into a dash pulse.

plied to TC1 from an external source. In Figure 5, the
standard dot waveform k at terminal TA1 is fed to the

with a resistor R2 returned to a negative potential source,
constitute as already described a conventional “and" gate

number of storage devices. The particular reading unit

'

When the circuit of Figure 5 is connected in the man
of Figure 1. Like circuits are provided for the other 30
ner shown in Figure 1, that is with terminal T2 connected
storage devices. The part of circuit B shown in detail
to terminal T4 through the adder, the switch S of Figure
in Figure 5 is that for devices D, 1 and 7, ?ve more di
5 is open. When no signal is applied at T1 and when
odes being required for the remaining ?ve storage devices.
therefore no change in the recorded information is re
In the absence of a write signal at TC1, dot pulses of
quired, the circuit AD passes to RG1 whatever appears
waveform k are fed from TA1 to the grid of the cathode
from the buffer B at the times determined by the strobe
ray tube CRTl to give a standard display of dots, or “OS”,
1 pulses. The behaviour of the storage device including
and these pulses are extended by dash pulses, of wave
CRTI is then the same as if the switch S in Figure 5 were
form I, applied at TB}, to be of dash length. Thus a
closed. If on the other hand the information applied at
dash or “1” is written into the cathode ray tube store
T1 is such that a change in the digit recorded is required,
only if a positive pulse is applied from the ampli?er AMPI
the appropriate signal is applied from AD to RG1.
connected to the signal plate PU1 to RUl and thence
The pulses required at terminal TC1 when a dash is
from TD1 to TC1 in Figure l by a connection, not shown,
be written are generated in the writing gate RG1 which
or along the equivalent path through switch S in Figure
comprises two diodes RGDl and RGDZ which, together
5, or alternatively if an appropriate writing signal is ap

cathode of a diode D6, the dot pulse being 20 volts nega
tive-going from a resting level of +5 volts. The dot
pulses cut off the control grid of a valve V3, and the volt- ’

age at the anode of V3, which was previously at its low
est value due to conduction of the valve, rises quickly until

caught by a diode D: at approximately +50 volts. The
resulting positive pulse at the anode of V3 is fed to the
grid of CRT} through a cathode follower V4. Blackout
of the cathode ray tube during the return strokes between
the sweeps which cause exploration in the line (X) direc
tion maybe obtainedby providing that the dot wave
forms are inhibited at their sources during the time-base

blackout periods. The dash and strobe pulses may be

similarly inhibited.

for negative pulses. A cathode follower CFZ is prefer
ably inserted in the connection from the output of the
gate RG1 to the terminal TC1 and thus to the cathode of
diode D8. The anode of diode RGD2 is fed with the
strobe 1 pulses in negative-going sense while the anode
of RGDl is fed in parallel with the anodes of the corre

sponding diodes of the Writing gates RGO etc. of the
other storage devices, from the common “write” terminal
T1 through a cathode follower CF3.

’

When it is required to write new information into the
store from an external source, such new information may

be applied to terminal T1, the loop circuit being broken
by applying a suitable negative voltage at an erase ter
minal T3 in Figure 5 to cut O? the valve V1. If there is
no connection between T2 and T4 the loop circuit can be
broken by opening the switch S. An erase voltage is

The valves V1 and V2 and their associated diodes form
the true gate circuit. The output from the ampli?er
not then required.
AMPI of Figure 1, appearing at terminal THl, about a
resting level of —15 volts, is fed to the gridof V1 only 65 It will be apparent that while each storage device may
operate in general in the normal manner described in the
during the relevant strobe interval when a diode D1 is
patent speci?cations or paper referred to previously, the
cut'v-o? by the strobe 1 (waveform 1‘) pulse, which is fed,
reading units RUB, RUl, etc. may be so arranged that
invpositive-going sense, from a resting level of —10 volts,
the read output provided for a “1” digit comprises a pulse
to its cathode. V1 is normally cut oh‘ and coincidence of
a positive signal from the ampli?er and a positive strobe 70 coincident with and of the same length as the correspond
ing strobe pulse, and that such a -%-microsecond pulse
1 pulse causes the valve to conduct for the duration of
may activate the corresponding writing unit WUO, etc. to.
the strobe pulse, producing a corresponding negative
cause a “1” digit (dash) to be written into the storage de
pulse from the resting level of +50 volts de?ned by a
vice in .the vknown manner. The reading signals derived.
diode D2. This negative pulse has a duration (determined
from the devices and the writing signals required to con_‘
by the strobe pulse) of approximately 1/2 microsecond

2,786,865
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trol the .writing'or regeneration functions of the devices
will thuslall be interlaced in time and may be handled

trains being respectivelyin interlaced relation, and means‘ -

to'apply said strobe pulses to control the passage of sig;

in a common channel and can be accepted from or as,
signed to each individual devige on a time devision basis.
BY Way .Of example the ‘read 0, read 1 and read 6 out

nals in the respective loop circuits.

producing means coupled to the said control means to
increase the beam intensity of each tube, the pulses ap-.

puts corresponding to “l’1 ‘digits are indicated in Figure
2(m), (0) and (P) While Figure2(q) represents the com

plied to the control means of one tube overlapping in

bined t‘read” output which would be obtained from the ,

time the pulses applied to the control means of another
tube.

butter device B fed with all the read output, all the read
2_, 3, 4, 5 and 7 outputs. as shown in Figure 2(n) being

10

zero.

Although the system described by way of example em
ploys eight separate cathode ray tube storage devices
operating in interlaced relationship and operates with a
digit; reeurrence period in the external circuits between
the bullet B and terminal T; which is one eighth of the

‘ '

3. Apparatus according to claim 1, comprising pulse

' 4. The apparatus of claim 1 in which each of said loop

circuits includes an “and” gate circuit having two in

puts, said allocating means being coupled to one of said
inputs and comprising means generating a train of pulses,

the pulses of the diiferent trains being respectively inter-.
15

laced in time.

‘

"

5. Apparatus for the storage of digital informationcome... V

digit recurrence period in any one of the devices, the in
vention is of course not limited to a system in which nor

prising a plurality of storage devices, each such storage
device including a cathode ray tube; each said tube COIIl:'~
prising an electric charge-retaining surface, means to. di-‘

' mal length digital numbers (“Words”) are divided between

eight devices working in interlaced relationship. Any

20. rect ‘the cathode ray beam towards discrete areas of said‘

desired number of separate storage devices may be oper
ated in interlaced fashion in accordance with the inven
tion so long as the digit recurrence periods in the individ
ual devices and in the, external circuits are so selected that

surface during successive time intervals respectively, ?rst

duringa dot. pulse so, long as the, strobe pulses associatedv
wuh different tubesdp not overlap in time.
“The strobe pulses, fed toRUt}, RUI, etc. need not be
Coincident intime with, those fed to RGO, RG1, etc. Thus
there'lmay be two groups of interlaced pulses, one group.

periods of time, and the said periods of time for the dif-.
ferent storage devices being interlaced with one another.
9. Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein said writ

control means to increase the intensity of said beam dur

ing an early part of each said time interval, second con
trol means to increase the intensity of said beam during a
the full cycle of events including the reading and writing 25 later part of each said time interval, further control means
ofan individual digit in any one of the devices can be
to render said second control means operative and inop
completed before access to the next digit in the same de
erative in response to control voltages representative of
vicelis demanded by the external apparatus operating at
information to be stored, and a pick-up plate coupled to
the external digit repetition frequency.
said surface to generate output voltages corresponding to
When the data on. any one storage device is recorded 30 changes in charge of said areas, said apparatus also com-7
upon a raster pattern of recording lines, a single line
prising a writing circuit constituting a source of said con
across the face of the cathode ray tube may accommo
trol voltages, and means coupling said Writing circuit to
date" as, many as 40, to, SOj-digits, while during the time
each of said further control means, each of said coupling
occupied in handling a single. 40-digit “word” only a
means including means con?ning said control voltages
to short peniods of time, and the. said periods of time. for
small number of digits, say 5, must be scanned on each
the different storage devices being interlaced with one
cathode, ray tube. It is. convenient therefore to arrange
another and occurring during said time intervals.
that therrastelj on each tube. is divided into an appropriate
6. Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the said
number oi columns and that the line. de?ection covers only
periods of time for each storage, device are shorter than
a single collrnn, the desired column being selected by a
and within said early part vof said time interval. for such
suitable shift voltage. Thus with any. given shift volt
storage device.
age applied. to, the, X plates, the beam scansfa raster of
7. Apparatus according to claim 5, including means
lines. each containing only say 5. digits, such raster con
coupling each of "said, pick-up plates to said writing cire .
S?ftllii?g one column, and the column scanned can be
cult to control the generation of said control voltages.
Changed. by changing, the. value of the shift voltage
' 8. Apparatus according to claim 5, including’ a reading
Amongst variations that may be made in the. wave
circuit, and means coupling each of said pick-up plates
forms shown in‘?igure 2 arelthe. durations of dot, dash
to said reading circuit, each of the last said coupling means
and'strobe pulses and their repetition period. The strobe
including means con?ning said output voltages, to short
pulse
be arranged; to_ occur at any convenient time

ing circuit comprises a computing device having at least.
two inputs and an output, one of said inputs being coupled,
to each of said pick-up plates and said output being

b?iilg. feii ‘9.31.10, RUII'J etc- and theother toRGo, RG1.

coupled to said further control. means.

etc. ' It may, for example, be found desirable toarrange

mayovei'lap in time.
‘ We'claim:

'

60

'

1. Apparatus.‘ for the. storage or”, digital information
comprising a plurality of cathode ray tubes, each having
an electron gun and; a, storage screen, a pick-up plate
canned

'

_

10. Apparatus for the storage of digital information
comprising a plurality of storage devices, each such stor
age device including a cathode ray tube, each said tube.
comprising an electric chargerretaining surface, means to

that the pulses‘ red to RG8, RG1, etc. occur slightly
later than thosefed to RI-Jt], RUI, etc. While it must be
msebed. that there is. no, overlap in time between strobe
pulses ofycach. group, the pulses in the. different groups

' stréstaiic?lly to said screen, andcontrol means

coupled to said electron gun to control the bombardment

of the storage screen bythe cathode ray beam, loop cir

sweltering‘ the] pi'i‘iup. plates and control means of each
said tube and passingvoltages ‘mam said pick-up plates

direct the cathode ray beam towards discrete areas of said

surface during successive time intervals respectively, ?rst
control means to increase the intensity of said beam d-ur-. ‘

ing an early- part of each said time interval, second c0117
Itrol means to increase the intensity of said beam during
a later part of each said time interval, further control
means to ‘render said second control means operative and

inoperative in response to control voltages representative,
ofinformation‘to be. stored, and'a pick-up plate coupled;
to said surface to generate output voltages correspond

to ‘control said control means, said loop circuits having a 70 ing to changes in charge of said areas, said apparatus also
comprising a reading circuit, and means coupling‘ each
portion common to " all,rand ‘means allocating said com

mon' portion tothe'ldifferent loop circuits in succession.
2. Apparatus accordin’g'to, claim I, wherein said allocat-w
ing ‘means comprise'means' for generating'a train of strobe ,
pulsestdreaeh- of: said-tubes,- the‘ pulses oflthe different 75

said pick-up plate to said reading circuit, each said
coupling means including meansicon?ning. said output

voltages‘ to short, periods of; time, and the said, periods;
of.
for. the. di?erent; storage ‘devices. bein interlaced;

with one another and occurring during‘said time intervals. ‘
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11. Apparatus according to claim 10, wherein the said
periods of time for each storage device ‘are within said
early part of said time interval for such storage device.
12. Apparatus according to claim 10 comprising a com
puting device having at least two inputs and an output,

one of said inputs being coupled to said reading circuit,
and said output being coupled to each of said ?urther
control means.
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